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PROCEDURES: 
 

 START PLANNING YOUR FUN!!!  Let you event coordinator know what ideas you are planning 

for entertainment extras.  We can offer suggestions and best items to pair together to make the 

most of your event. 

 

 RESERVE THE ENTERTAINMENT:  

 All entertainment should be finalized 4 weeks prior to your event.  You must confirm the 

entertainment & times listed on the event proposal before we can make any reservations 

with the vendor(s).  

 Once you confirm, we will contact the vendor(s) and book the entertainment. 

 The Vendors will confirm your reservation with us and we will send you a Vendor.Client 

Service Confirmation for verification. 

 

 PAYING FOR ENTERTAINMENT:  The Vendor.Client Service Confirmation is to be used as a 

type of invoice to pay the vendor(s) directly, by check, on the day of the event.  In some cases, 

payment may be made by credit card, but you must contact the vendor at least 5 days prior to 

the event to make arrangements.  Along with the confirmation, you will also receive a W-9 for 

each vendor you have secured. 

Entertainment procedures & policies 

VENDOR POLICIES: 
 

 RESPONSIBILITY:  Once the reservation is confirmed both parties, Vendor and Client, are 

responsible for services and payment.   

 

 SERVICE TIME:  The vendor will arrive at designated time to perform services that has been 

prearranged with an allotted time schedule. 

 

 EQUIPMENT ITEMS:  The vendor will bring the necessary equipment/supplies that are included for 

their services. 

 

 WEATHER POLICY:   

  Just like J.R.’s, our preferred vendors are also Rain or Shine.   

 Depending on the weather condition, the vendor, and the service reserved, prior 

arrangements may be made to alter the entertainment choices to best suit the client & 

vendor.   

 Some items may be switched for comparable “undercover/indoor” options if available.  

These potential alterations must be made no less than 72 hours in advance of event date.   

 Once vendor(s) arrive on site, the client is responsible for full payment due. 

 

 CANCELLATION POLICY:  Varies from each vendor, ranging from 25%-100% fees due in the event 

of cancellation of services. 



Award Winning photography 



deejays 

BRISTOL SOUNDS FUNTASTIC FIELD DAY  & MUSIC 

Designed for serious, yet silly outdoor fun and games for all ages. It is serious enough to keep score but light 

enough that every participant can handle the challenges.  

No athletic skill is required for this hilarious series of events.  

Matches up to 6 teams in head to head competition.  
 

2 hours of GAMES AND HIGH ENERGY DJ MUSIC 
referees, scoreboard, trophies 
announcer & staff included  
 

Customized Package pricing ranges  
between $1,800 - $3,000 

ASK FOR A LIST 

OF GAMES ! 

# 1 PICNIC MUSIC  
 

Let one of our Picnic PRO-fiecient Deejays  

add to your fun and mix the music up!  

3 hours of service—$600 

4 hours of service—$695 

BRISTOL SOUNDS MUSIC 

# 3 PICNIC PLUS MORE MUSIC  

 

Combines package #1 & #2 plus… 

Basketball Challenge & Mummy Wrap Game 

3 hours of service—$665 

4 hours of service—$760 

# 2 PICNIC PLUS ULTRA LITE  
 

Combines package #1 & #2 plus... 

5 Light & Easy Team Building Games w/ prizes 

3 hours of service—$970 

4 hours of service—$1065 

# 2 PICNIC PLUS MUSIC  

 

Includes the regular music package #1 plus... 

GROUP DANCES: electric slide, cha-cha-slide, macarena, cupid shuffle, hokey pokey, and chicken dance 

FUN & GAMES: hula hoop contest, limbo, bubble blowing contest, twist & trivia 

PROPS & PRIZES: inflatable instruments, sombreros, tambourines, maracas, leis 

3 hours of service—$645 

4 hours of service—$740 

# 2 PICNIC PLUS KARAOKE  
 

Combines package #1 & #2 plus  

Karaoke to show off your talents 

3 hours of service—$900 

4 hours of service—$995 

Each additional hour - $95     *     Request a specific DJ - $80 



ULTIMATE FUN & GAMES FIELD DAY PACKAGES    

Field Day and Team Building  

Win It In A Minute Styled Challenges: 
 

Head-to Head or Timed Fun Challenges with Game Coordinators.  All props and challenge supplies.  

2 hours of service 
 
 

The Classic Win It Challenge Package w/ $200 in Gift Card Prizes - $950 

The Premium Win It Challenge Package w/ $300 in Gift Card Prizes - $1150 
The Ultimate Win It Challenge Package w/ $400 in Gift Card Prizes - $1300 

The Ultimate Fun Bingo: 
 

Bingo Caller, Cards and Markers, Portable PA System or Megaphone, up to 2 hours of service 
 

The Classic Bingo Bundle w/ $150 in Gift Card Prizes - $650 

The Premium Bingo Bundle w/ $250 in Gift Card Prizes - $750 

The Ultimate Bingo Bundle w/ $400 in Gift Card Prizes - $1000 

Party Fun Activity Bundles: 
 
Your Choice of 3-6 Party Fun Activities, Coordinator, Supplies, and Gift Card Prizes: 

 
The Standard Activity Bundle—includes 3 Activities w/ $100 in Prizes - $650 
The Classic Activity Bundle—includes 4 Activities w/ $150 in Prizes - $750 

The Premium Activity Bundle—includes 5 Activities w/ $175 in Prizes - $850 

The Ultimate Activity Bundle—includes 6 Activities w/ $250 in Prizes - $1000 

Activity Options: 
 

 The Hula Hoop Challenge 
 Corn Hole Toss Challenge 
 The Limbo Contest 
 Watermelon Eating Contest 
 The Egg Toss Challenge 
 The Water Balloon Toss 

Chip-Shot Golf Challenges: 
 

Fun head-to-head Chip-Shot Golf Challenges.  All supplies included.  2 hours of service and 

open to all participants 
 

The Classic Chip-Shot Package w/ $150 in Gift Card Prizes - $950 

The Premium Chip-Shot Package w/ $250 in Gift Card Prizes - $1050 

The Ultimate Chip-Shot Package w/ $400 in Gift Card Prizes - $1250 



Fun box Crafts with your choice of Projects and all other supplies.  A variety of general and custom dec-

orating supplies.  Instructors and Facilitators for 2-3 hours of service depending on package. 
 

 

Fun Box Craft Options: 
 

Ivy Bowl Aquariums 
Deluxe Sand Art Fun 

Kid’s Smoothie Glass Decorating 
Kid’s Decorative Travel Cups 

Color Me/ Paint Me Crafts 
Fancy Seasonal Flower Pens 

Silly Faced Frisbees and Fans 
Mosaic Tile/Stone Birdhouses 

Flowerpot/Planters Decorating 
Tote Bag and Backpack Designs 

Decorate Summer Flip Flop Sandals 
Oversized/Standard Beach Sunglasses 

****  Pumpkin Decorating (Seasonal) (Pumpkins not included) ****  

Price Breakdown: 

 
75 Box Projects (2 hours) - $975 

100 Box Projects (3 hours) - $1100 

125 Box Projects (3 hours) - $1375 

150 Box Projects (3 hours) - $1575 

175 Box Projects (3 hours) - $1750 

Over 175 Box Projects - Call for pricing  

 
(***Most children make 2 or 3 projects each***)  

Crafting stations 

ULTIMATE FUN & GAMES CRAFTS  

The Ultimate Tie Dye Spot 
 

Pre-packaged Tie Dye Packets w/ all the necessary supplies.   

Expert Instructors and Facilitators. 

Custom tie dye workspaces.   

Variety of t-shirt sizes available (Kids—Adult XL) 

2 1/2 hours of service 
 

$8 per shirt package 

Kid’s Bubble Mania & Adult Bubble Therapy 
 

Expert bubble making instructors w/ Custom Bubble Field Layouts.  Jumbo, Large, Custom, and Standard Bubble Wands.  

Custom Bubble Solution w/ Safety Zone.  Up to 2 hours of service and open to Kids & Adults. 
 

The Classic 400 Bubbles Package - $675 

The Premium 600 Bubbles Package -  $850 
The Ultimate  800 Bubbles Package  - $1050 

The Unlimited Endless supply of Bubbles Package for up to 3 hours  - $1600 

Fun-Box Craft Projects 



 

Magic Shows run approx. 

45 minutes 

$500—$5,000 

FACE PAINTING  
Fun designs on your face, leg or arm.   

Average 15-20 per hour, depending 

on how elaborate the designs. 

2 hours of service - $250 - $300 

3 hours of service - $375 - $450 

4 hours of service - $500 - $600 

Artists & Entertainers 

CARICATURES 
Artist capture guests on paper in less than 5 minutes.  

 (For larger parties of 100 or more, as for 2 or more artists)  

2 hours of service - $250 - $275 

3 hours of service - $375 - $413 

4 hours of service - $500 - $550 

GLITTER TATTOOS 
2 hours of service - $250 - $300 

3 hours of service - $375 - $450 

4 hours of service - $500 - $600 

AIR BRUSH TATTOOS 
Extremely popular with all ages!  

Airbrushed designs last 2-3 days.  

2 hours of service - $300 - $400 

3 hours of service - $450 - $550 

4 hours of service - $600 - $700 

BALLOONOLOGIST 
A balloon, a puff of air, some twists & ties 

(Not available at The Pavilions of Turkey Run because of the bird sanctuary) 

2 hours of service - $260 - $300 

3 hours of service - $390 - $450 

VARIETY OF ENTERTAINERS 
We have many friendly entertainers  

available for request just give us a call to 

start your search! 

 Magicians  

 Stilt Walkers  

 Plate Spinning or Jugglers 

 Sword Swallowing 

 Puppet Shows  

 Variety Shows 

 Holiday Costumed Characters 

 

PALM READERS OR TAROT CARD READER 

Disclose the secrets of the unknown, by having your palm or the cards read  

2 hours of service - $300 



PONY RIDES 
 

Adorable little ponies perfect for the  

little ones to enjoy 

 

2 ponies  

for 2 hours of service - $550 

(100 kids or less) 

 

3 ponies 

for 3 hours of service - $750 

(200 kids or less) 

 

4 ponies 

for 4 hours of service - $1150 

(200 kids or more) 

 

100lb weight limit for the pony rides 

Petting Zoos & Ponies 

BARNYARD PETTING ZOO 
 

10 - 15 Barnyard Animals.  An assortment of 

chicks, ducklings, bunnies, goats or sheep  

3 hours of service - $775 

4 hours of service - $975 

PONIES PLUS ANIMALS 

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=petting+zoo&FORM=HDRSC2


CASINO GAMES 
 

Feel the excitement of Las Vegas with a Casino Party 

Packages can be customized to meet your budget.   

Includes Friendly Dealers, Fake Money, Cards, and Chips.   

Pricing varies for each game.  

Up to 3 hours of service -  $295 & up 

CASINO, carnival, & MOBILE GAMING 

8’ CRAPS TABLE 
 

8’ Table w/ dealer and supplies.  Allow for space around table for your guests to 

stand.  Averages about 10-12 players at once. 

L:9’ W:5’ H:4’ 

3 hours of service -  $475 - $650 

TEXAS HOLD’EM TABLE 
 

Table w/ dealer and supplies.  Allow for space around table for chairs so you guests 

can play.  Averages about 7 players at once. 

L:8’ W:4’ H:3’ 

3 hours of service -  $350 

BLACK JACK TABLE 
 

Table w/ dealer and supplies.  Allow for space around table for chairs so you guests 

can play.  Averages about 7 players at once. 

L:6’ W:3’ H:3’ 

3 hours of service -  $350 

ROULETTE WHEEL AND TABLE 
 

Table w/ dealer and supplies.  Allow for space around table for your guests to stand.  

Averages about 10-12 players at once. 

L:9’ W:4’ H:3’ 

3 hours of service -  $400 - $550 

PRIZE WHEELS 
 

We provide the wheel and you provide the prizes. 

3 hours of service -  $275 
 36” Prize Wheel / Spin to Win 

 Money Wheel / Board 

SLOT MACHINE 
 

Take your chance at the lots and see where the spin falls. 

L:2’ W:2’ H:3’ 

3 hours of service -  $450 



CASINO, carnival, & MOBILE GAMING 

 BALL BINGO*** - Player throws 10 balls into a tub with 25 holes in attempt to make a Bingo or Double Bingo.  

 BANK SHOT #2** - Player bounces ball off bumpers and into holes to win prize.  

 BULL ROPE-N** – Player tosses the ropes in an attempt to lasso the bull.  

 CAN CAN*** - Player throws 2 bean bags at a 5 can pyramid. All cans knocked completely off the stand with one throw wins first 

prize. If 2 throws are needed, player wins 2nd prize.  

 COKE BOTTLE RING TOSS** - Player tosses hoops over Coke Bottle to win prize.  

 CRAZY DRIVER*** - Drive Golf Ball to end of the ramp to win prize.  

 CRAZY HAT*** - Player throws wiffle balls through stove top hat to win prize.  

 CROSSBOW GALLERY*** - Player uses a crossbow with suction darts to knock down targets.  

 CUE BALL** - Player uses a pool cue stick to knock ball into center hole.  

 FAT CATS** - Player throws large bean bags in attempt to knock down cats.  

 FIRST AND TEN*** - Pass football through hole and win prize.  

 FIVE PIN BOWLING** - Player slides 3 pucks down the board and tries to knock over 5 pins.  

 FLAP ATTACK** - Player rolls duck pin balls down lane to win prize.  

 FROG HOP** - Player uses a mallet to flip frog onto center spindle.  

 GOLF GAME*** - Player putts golf ball into hole to win prize.  

 HOOP SHOT** - Player shoots Jr. Basketball through hoop to win prize.  

 KOOL POOL*** - Half dollar is placed on cue ball in the middle of a circle at end of game. Using another cue ball, the player attempts 

to knock 50¢ piece out of the circle for first prize.  

 MILK CAN TOSS*** - Toss a ball into the milk can to win a prize.  

 MONKEY MADNESS** - Shoot the ball up and try to catch the balls in the slots.  

 PITCH OUT** (NEW FOR 2019) - Player attempts to throw 3 bean bags into the catcher’s mitt.  

 PLINKO** - Player drops pucks down board and tries to get all of same color to win prize.  

 RAINBOW ROLL** - Player rolls 4 balls down into colored slots. Match 4 colors or get 1 in all 4 colors to win.  

 ROLLER BOWLER*** - Player rolls a ball down a track and over a hump in middle. If ball stays on far side of hump, player wins prize.  

 SEVEN ELEVEN** - Player tosses two balls into a tub with numbers. Total or 7 or 11 wins prize.  

 SLAP SHOT** - New version of the slap shot. Try to hit the puck past the goalie.  

 STAND-IT*** - Player must stand up a coke bottle on a block before it rolls off the block.  

 STOP & THROW*** - Player tosses bean bags into the colored slots.  

 STRIKE ZONE** - Player slides 3 pucks down the lane to knock over 7 pins.  

 THREE PIN BOWLING** - Roll the steel bowling ball down the alley to strike out three pins.  

 TIC TAC TOE*** - Player throws 3 balls into a tub with 9 holes. Any tic tac toe wins prize.  

 TIP THE BOTTLES** - Player rolls ball down game to tip over the bottles.  

 TROLL BRIDGE** - Using bean bags, player tries to knock trolls off bridge.  

 WHIP N SKIP*** - Player slides puck up and around lane to win prize.  

 AND MANY MORE ………………………….. 

CARNIVAL GAME BOOTHS 
 

 1 Game Booth w/ 1 Game, Attendant & Regular Prizes  

4 hours of service - $650 

 

 3 Game Booths w/  5 Games, Attendants & Regular Prizes  

4 hours of service - $2875 

The following games are the most popular carnival games provided by our vendors.   

The list is combined so some items might not be able to be paired, due to vendor.   

We can recommend the best variety for age level and skill.  Have a lot of younger kids?    

Pick a few that they can easily win and everyone goes home with a prize! 



MOBILE ESCAPE TRAILERS 
 

It is TWO different real-life escape experiences designed for a 

minimum of 2 players or groups up to 6 per scenario (12 players at 

once).  The benefit of having TWO scenarios in 1 trailer is that when 

you solve one you can return to try your skill at the other.  Your 

mission is simple: work together as a team, testing your wits and 

skills, to escape from a locked room (for safety reasons room is 

never actually locked) within the prescribed time.  Scenarios range in length from 5 minutes up to 60 

minutes each depending on how difficult you want each challenge to be.  While the goal is simple, the 

game is challenging.  Getting through the locked door will require finding clues, solving puzzles, and 

working together!  Perfect for a unique teambuilding experience. 
 

 XCAPE-Z51 (ZOMBIE & CIRCUS THEMED ROOMS) - 4 hour rental service - $2,500 

 XCAPE-PIRATE/KRAKEN (PIRATE & KRAKEN CASINO THEMED ROOMS) - 4 hour rental service - $3,000 

CASINO, carnival, & MOBILE GAMING 

MOBILE GAME PATROL TRAILER 
 

This mobile game unit brings the fun to you.  Inside the climate controlled trailer is 4 monitors and 

stations for Xbox gaming, ultimate tailgating, or event a mobile classroom.  Outside is one additional 

monitor for Xbox Kinect or Wii gaming or watching video.  This trailer can accommodate up to 20 

players.   
 

Rental service length and pricing varies - ask coordinator for details 

GAME SHOW MANIA 
 

Includes four (4) digital and electronic podiums with microphones.  

Each game can be organized by a predetermined length of time or a 

set amount of points to play.  Can play approx. 30-60 games per 

hour depending on length of game.  The Emcee will ask questions 

pertaining to music, TV Show, commercials, cartoons, and more with 

provided sound clips. 
 

Rental service length and pricing varies - ask coordinator for details 



Moon bounce INFLATABLES 

REGULAR THEMED MOON BOUNCES 
 

Specialty  moon bounce w/ open  

jumping room.  

Ages: 3 – Young Teen 

4 hours of service -  $525 - $650 

REGULAR PANEL MOON BOUNCES 
 

Regular has a single bounce area w/ open jumping room.   

Choose a themed panel below for the front display or  

go simple with a plain no panel. 

Ages: 3 – Young Teen 

L:15’ W:15’ H:18’ 

4 hours of service -  $525 

 Shrek 

 Sponge Bob 

 Batman 

 Blues Clues 

 Incredibles 

 Disney Cars 

 Mickey Mouse 

 Looney Tunes 

 Finding Nemo 

 TMNT 

 Luau 

 Sports 

 No Panel 

 Pirates of the Caribbean 

 Finding Nemo  

 Monster Truck  

 Spiderman 

 USA Rocket ship 

 Disney's Mickey Mouse 

 Carnival Carousel  

 Fun House / Regular  

 Fire Truck 

5-IN-1 COMBO PANEL MOON BOUNCES 
 

5-in-1 Combo has a bounce area, basketball hoop, mini obstacle course, climb & slide area.  Choose a themed panel 

below for the front display or go simple with a plain no panel. 

Ages: 3 – Young Teen 

L:18’ W:15’ H:15’ 

4 hours of service -  $550  Shrek 

 Sponge Bob 

 Batman 

 Blues Clues 

 Incredibles 

 Disney Cars 

 Mickey Mouse 

 Looney Tunes 

 Finding Nemo 

 TMNT 

 Luau 

 Sports 

 No Panel 



Moon bounce INFLATABLES 

PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN 5-IN-1 COMBO  
 

Interactive combo unit w/ bounce area, basketball hoop, mini obstacle,  

climb & slide area.  Ages: 3 – Young Teen 

L:18’ W:19’ H:15’ 

4 hours of service -  $625 - $650 

PONY 5-IN-1 COMBO  
 

Interactive combo unit w/ bounce area, basketball hoop, mini obstacle,  

climb & slide area.  Ages: 3 – Young Teen 

L:18’ W:19’ H:15’ 

4 hours of service -  $625 

USA SPORTS 5-IN-1 COMBO  
 

Interactive combo unit w/ bounce area, basketball hoop, mini obstacle,  

climb & slide area.  Ages: 3 – Young Teen 

L:18’ W:19’ H:15’ 

4 hours of service -  $600 - $625 

SPORTS 5-IN-1 COMBO  
 

Interactive combo unit w/ bounce area, basketball hoop, mini obstacle,  

climb & slide area.  Ages: 3 – Young Teen 

L:18’ W:19’ H:15’ 

4 hours of service -  $625 - $750 

SPONGE BOB 5-IN-1 COMBO  
 

Interactive combo unit w/ bounce area, basketball hoop, mini obstacle,  

climb & slide area.  Ages: 3 – Young Teen 

L:18’ W:19’ H:17’ 

4 hours of service -  $600 - $625 

CLUB HOUSE 5-IN-1 COMBO  
 

Interactive combo unit w/ bounce area, basketball hoop, mini obstacle,  

climb & slide area.  Ages: 3 – Young Teen 

L:18’ W:19’ H:17’ 

4 hours of service -  $575 

WIZARD CASTLE 5-IN-1 COMBO  
 

Interactive combo unit w/ bounce area, mini obstacle, climb & slide area.   

Ages: 3 – Young Teen 

L:18’ W:19’ H:15’ 

4 hours of service -  $625 



Moon bounce INFLATABLES 

JURASSIC ADVENTURE JR. 4-IN-1 COMBO  
 

Interactive combo unit w/ bounce area, mini obstacle, climb & slide area.   

Ages: 3 – Young Teen 

L:22’ W:18’ H:14’ 

4 hours of service -  $575 

EXALIBUR 4-IN-1 COMBO  
 

Interactive combo unit w/ bounce area, climb & slide area, and basketball hoop   

Ages: 3 – Young Teen 

L:15’ W:15’ H:17’ 

4 hours of service -  $550 

JUNGLE 4-IN-1 COMBO  
 

Interactive combo unit w/ bounce area, climb & slide area, and basketball hoop. 

Ages: 3 – Young Teen 

L:15’ W:15’ H:17’ 

4 hours of service -  $550 

PIRATE 4-IN-1 COMBO  
 

Interactive combo unit w/ bounce area, climb & slide area.   

Ages: 3 – Young Teen 

L:18’ W:19’ H:15’ 

4 hours of service -  $550 

Police Dog 

Stagecoach  

Train Combo 

Space Shuttle  

It’s a Zoo Combo 

Candy Factory Combo 

SPECIALTY REGULAR & 5-IN-1 COMBO MOON BOUNCES 
 

Various different bounces and combos to choose from.   
(All of these must be paired with another item from same vendor in order to reach $2500 minimum.) 

4 hours of service -  $650 - $1450 



DRAGON OBSTACLE COURSE 
 

This is a full scale obstacle course with incredible visual appeal and a challenging 

course 

L: 66’ x W:11’ x H:15’ 

4 hours of service -  $725 

Obstacle course INFLATABLEs 

JURASSIC ADVENTURE OBSTACLE COURSE 
 

A combination unit that includes inflatable animals, rock climbs, and various obsta-

cles. Can fit up to 20 children at a time—great for large events. 

L: 30’ x W: 31’ x H: 16’ 

4 hours of service -  $1095 

BLACK OPS OBSTACLE COURSE 

 

Are you up for the challenge? two-lane obstacle course offers participants the 

chance to battle opponents through the bricked wall entrance through chal-

lenging passageways.   Ages: 5 - Adult 

L: 38 x W: 28' x H:20' 

4 hours of service -  $1195 

ADRENALIN RUSH II OBSTACLE COURSE 
 

Tons of fun elementary to college students!!   

Ages: 3 - Adult 

L: 39’ x W: 28’ x H: 15’  

4 hours of service -  $895 

FIRE RESCUE OBSTACLE COURSE 
 

This towering unit draws drama and excitement for any event and will have people 

coming back again and again!  

Ages: 8 - Adult 

L: 36' x W: 20' x H: 20' 

4 hours of service - $1195 - $1400 

THE WILD ONE OBSTACLE COURSE 
 

Full Scale roller coaster appearance challenging course 

Ages: 5 - Adult 

L:58’ W:25’ H:21’ 

4 hours of service - $995 - $1400 



TREASURE ISLAND OBSTACLE COURSE 
 

This treasure island course packs just as much fun as challenges.  2 competitors must 

face challenging obstacles; including climbing, crawling, squeezing, and  

sliding. 

L: 30’ x W: 24’ x H: 19’ 

4 hours of service -  $1000 

Obstacle course INFLATABLEs 

HELIX OBSTACLE COURSE 
 

The Helix is designed to provide endless amounts of challenging fun!  

Regular:  L: 40' x W: 22' x H:14'   

Double:  L: 80' x W: 22' x H:14' 

40’ Helix—4 hours of service -  $855 

80’ Helix—4 hours of service -  $1500 

ATLANTIS FUN CITY OBSTACLE COURSE 
 

Large activity attraction that features a giant dolphin to greet you, two large bounce 

areas, a giant slide, pop-up sharks and a huge treasure chest 

‘L: 36’ x W:35’ x H: 17’ 

4 hours of service -  $1000 

ORANGE SHADOW OBSTACLE COURSE 
 

This obstacle course offers a series of physically challenging activities 

Including jumping, running, crawling, climbing, & sliding plus ultimate obstacle 

pops and tunnels 

‘L: 60’ x W:11’ x H: 16’ 

4 hours of service -  $1100 

VERTICAL RUSH OBSTACLE COURSE 
 

On your marks, get set...GO!!! Run, crawl, bob and weave through this obstacle.  Don’t 

forget to climb up the wall of rocks, then slide down the giant slide.  Additional pieces 

may be added to extend the course even longer. 

‘L: 28’ x W:18’ x H: 22’ 

4 hours of service -  $1000 

JURASSIC FUN CITY OBSTACLE COURSE 
 

Jumbo size activity center.  Includes 3 slides, small rock climb area and various other 

fun pop-ups.  The kids will have lots of fun bouncing and sliding on this fun filled 

attraction. 

L: 26’ x W: 40’ x H: 18’ 

4 hours of service - $1250 



Obstacle course INFLATABLEs 

ROBO RAMPAGE OBSTACLE COURSE 
 

Towering 20’ tall, this fully digitally-printed inflatable robot is rampaging through 

New York!  Competitors must face challenging obstacles including climbing, crawling, 

squeezing, and sliding.  
(Must be paired with another item from vendor to meet $2500 minimum) 

4 hours of service -  $1200 

CIRCUS CITY BOUNCE OBSTACLE COURSE 

 

Fun Park w/ 3 Giant Slides & Bounce areas.   

Ages 5 - Adult 

L:28’ W:47’ H:22’ 
(Must be paired with another item from vendor to meet $2500 minimum) 

4 hours of service -  $1650 

OTHER OBSTACLE COURSES 

Variety of sizes w/ a lot of challenges for all ages 

4 hours of service - $625 - $1395 

 3 Lane Mega 70’ Obstacle 

 70’ Monster 

 65’ Mega Challenge 

 65’ Sports 

 35’ or 30’ 

BOOT CAMP CHALLENGE OBSTACLE COURSE 
 

Sure to get participants thinking tactically to get to the finish. 

Ages: 5 - Adult 

L: 85’ x W: 12’ x H: 16’ 

4 hours of service - $995 - $1400 



TODDLER corner INFLATABLEs 

LIL’ PIRATES TODDLER PLAYLAND 
 

Exciting activities, bouncing, small pop up obstacles, mini climb 

Ages: 5 - under / 50lbs or less 

L:22’ W:11’ H:12’ 

4 hours of service -  $575 

LITTLE FARM TODDLER PLAYLAND 
 

Perfect play unit for younger children / toddlers.  Feature inflatable animals,  

small obstacles, and a bouncing room.  

Ages: 5 - under  /  50lbs. Or less 

L:16’ W:19’ H:8’ 

4 hours of service -  $575 

ANIMAL LAND TODDLER PLAYLAND 
 

Perfect play unit for younger children / toddlers.  Feature inflatable animals,  

small obstacles, and a bouncing room. 50lbs. Or less 

Ages: 5 - under 

L:16’ W:19’ H:8’ 

4 hours of service - $575 

CRAYON TODDLER PLAYLAND 
 

Children can run through the obstacle course, go down the covered slide, 

bounce around and run through the props!   

Ages: 5 - under / 50lbs or less 

L:27’ W:19’ H:10’ 

4 hours of service -  $575 

FUN EXPRESS TODDLER PLAYLAND 
 

The Fun Express Train Play Area includes a train tunnel with a bouncing train  

station play area.  Great for the younger children. 

Ages: 5 - under 

L:27’ W:20’ x H9’ 

4 hours of service -  $625 

BARNYARD PETTING ZOO 
 

Highly interactive, colorful and fun.  

Ages: 5 - under 

4 hours of service -  $625 

http://www.nvo.com/funservicesofva/newfor2009/view_alone.nhtml?profile=newfor2009&UID=10007


TODDLER corner INFLATABLEs 

CITY WALK TODDLER PLAYLAND 
 

Great for the little ones in the pre K– K age range.  Very colorful  

and mostly covered to help keep the hot sun off the youngsters 

Ages: 5 - under 

L:17’ W:20’ H:13’ 

4 hours of service -  $625 

NOAH’S ARK TODDLER PLAYLAND 
 

Great for the little ones in the pre K– K age range.  Very colorful and  

mostly covered to help keep the hot sun off the youngsters 

Ages: 5 - under 

L:25’ W:12’ H:14’ 

4 hours of service -  $625 

BALL CRAWL 
 

Jump, hide and plain this octagon ball crawl, filled with over 1000 soft plastic balls.  

Your kids will be smiling for hours 

Ages: 2 - 8 

L: 8' x W: 8' x H:2'   

4 hours of service -  $300 

CANDY STORE OBSTACLE COURSE 
 

Kids can dash, climb, crawl and slide their way through 40 feet of bright colors and 

sweet obstacles.  Great for younger age groups. 

Ages: 10 - under 

L: 36' x W: 20' x H: 20' 

4 hours of service - $625 

WACKY WORLD COMBO OBSTACLE COURSE 
 

Run, Climb, Crawl, Hopscotch, Slide, Jump, Dodge, Squeeze & Twister 

Great for younger age groups. 

Ages: 10 - under 

L:28’ W:29’ H:12’ 

4 hours of service -  $855 



CLIMB & SLIDE INFLATABLEs 

MONSTER DOUBLE SLIDE 
 

This  18' tall double lane slide can be used as a stand alone slide or attached to the 

Regular Obstacle Course to create a 70' long Monster Obstacle Course. (see obstacle 

course for additional pricing) 

L: 25' x W: 13' x H:18'   

4 hours of service -  $625 

TRIPLE LINDY SLIDE 
 

The Triple Lindy is a Large 3 Lane Inflatable Slide Replica of the Old Steel Carnival 

Slides. Great for Large and Small Events. 

L: 40' x W: 17' x H:26'   

4 hours of service -  $1250 

DAREDEVIL ISLAND JUMP OR SLIDE 
 

First you climb you way through the obstacles to the top where you are faced with a 

choice.  Slide down the 12’ slide or jump into Zero-Shock landing bag. 

4 hours of service -  $1250 

SPIDER ZONE CLIMB & SLIDE 
 

The Spider Zone consists of five interwoven, colorful rubber layers.  

Children (and adults) are allowed to climb up and down through  

each layer before exiting the 24' tall slide. 

4 hours of service -  $1250 

19’ FUNNY FARM SLIDE 
 

Get ready for some good ol’ fun down on the funny farm! Your party guests will go 

hog wild for the fun barnyard-themed Funny Farm Inflatable Slide.  

Ages: 5 - under 

4 hours of service -  $625 

21’ DISNEY “CARS” DOUBLE SLIDE 
 

This large double slide will wow the kids with the Cars theme from one  

of their favorite movies. 

Ages: 5 - under 

L: 27' x W: 20' x H:21'   

4 hours of service -  $850 



CLIMB & SLIDE INFLATABLEs 

18’ SCREAMER SLIDE 
 

A perfect slide for anyone who wants a dramatic unit and fast-paced fun! 

L:27’ x W:16’ x H:18’ 

4 hours of service -  $795 

PREMIUM SLIDES 
 

Various different slides to choose from.   
(Must be paired with another item from vendor to meet $2500 minimum) 

4 hours of service -  $1400 - $2000 

24’ CLIMB & DUAL LANE SLIDE 
 

Race up the 24 foot wall before sliding down to a heart pumping victory with our 

24' Climb and Dual Lane Slide. Kids of all ages will love the HUGE slide. 

L:33' x W:15' x H:24' 

4 hours of service -  $995 

 Wave of Fire 

 Alligator Slide 

 Saber-tooth Tiger 

 The Kraken 

KONGO KRAZY 
 

This King Kong and T-Rex themed slide has 3 different lanes to slide down! 
(Must be paired with another item from vendor to meet $2500 minimum) 
4 hours of service -  $1750 



24’ VELOCITY WATER SLIDE  
 

The best way to quickly cook down & get some serious fun-time in. Has an obstacle 

course & slip-n-slide 

Ages: 3—Adult 

L: 52’ x W: 18’ x H: 24’ 

4 hours of service -  $1395 

22’ ROARING RIVER DUAL LANE WATER SLIDE  
 

Features a radical slide that's sure to get the adrenaline pumping as  

riders scream down. At the bottom, riders continue down 31 feet of  

Sliding slip-n-slide fun before splashing in the landing.  Ages: 3 - Adult 

L:60’ x W:13’ x H:22’ 

4 hours of service -  $1395 

18’ MONSTER WAVE DUAL LANE WATER SLIDE 

 

The Monster Wave Dual Lane water slide is perfect for those HOT summer days. 

L: 25’ x W: 16’ x H: 18’ 

4 hours of service -  $925 

WATER ATTRACTIONS 

18’ WILD RAPIDS DUAL LANE WATER SLIDE 

 

The Monster Wave Dual Lane water slide is perfect for those HOT summer days. 

L: 25’ x W: 16’ x H: 18’ 

4 hours of service -  $925 

16’ TROPICAL WILD SPLASH WATER SLIDE 

 

This is a great Tropical Slide on a smaller scale 

L:20’ x W: 14’ x H: 16’              

4 hours of service -  $795 

16’ DOLPHIN DUAL LANE WATER SLIDE 

 

Participants splash down their own sliding lanes and go over a thrilling bump in the  

torrential water before they coast along the curve into the soft landing at the end! 

Ages: 3 - Adult 

L: 20’ x W:14” x H:16’ 

4 hours of service -  $795 



SLIP-N-SLIDES 
 

This slip n slide allows kids to run and slide down a 30 foot lane.  Make 

it a Dual Lane for a chance to race each other.   L:35’ x W:9’ x H:11’ 

4 hours of service -  $650 - $955 

SURF THE WAVE SLIP-N-SLIDE 

 

Surf’s Up! Duel lane slop and slide, run and ride the wave down the 30ft lane. 

Ages 3 - Adult 

L:31’ x W:11’ x H:5’ 

4 hours of service -  $750 

WATER ATTRACTIONS 

FIRE & ICE DUAL LANE WATER SLIDE  
 

The Fire 'N Ice slide is able to be used wet or dry this awesome slide features  

dual lanes and lets kids choose what height they want to slide down! 

Ages: 4 - Adult 

L:32’ x W:19’ x H:20’ 

4 hours of service -  $925 

BEAR CAMP DUAL LANE WATER SLIDE 

 

A double lane water slide featuring splash pools at bottom. 

Ages: 3 - Adult 

L37’ x W:13’ x H:19’ 

4 hours of service -  $1250 

 Single Lane 

 Dual Lane 

SURF THE RAINBOW SLIP-N-SLIDE 

 

Have a blast sliding across the slippery runway 

Ages: 3 - Adult 

L:34’ x W:9’ x H:9’ 

4 hours of service -  $650 - $955 

THE BIG KAHUNA LANE WATER SLIDE 

 

The Big Kahuna is the perfect size for a backyard party. Ride down the waves and 

watch out for the giant fish as you slide down!  

L: 36' x W: 15' x H:18'   

4 hours of service -  $955 

20’ LOG JAMMER WATER SLIDE W/ MOONBOUNCE 

 

This water slide includes a slip-n-slide water landing.  Hike to the top 20’ up and slide down this  

exhilarating slide.  Beneath the slide is an enclosed jumping area.  Two attractions for the price of one. 

Ages: 5 - Adult 

L: 90’ x W:14” x H:31’ 

4 hours of service -  $1500 

 Single Lane 

 Dual Lane 



WATER TAG 
 

Water tag maze comes complete with water guns and vests.  Fun on a hot day! 

Ages: 6 - Adults 

L:25’ x W:25’ x H:9’ 

4 hours of service -  $895 - $1000 

DUNK TANK 

 

Great way to cool down and have a good time! 

Vinyl or Fiberglass tanks 

4 hours of service -  $495 - $795 

WATER ATTRACTIONS 

SHOOT-N-SHOWER BASKETBALL 

 

2-4 players shoot against the clock in a game of basketball.  The losing side  

(both if game is tied) will get sprayed with water. 

L:30’ x W:12’ x H:12’ 

4 hours of service -  $1000 

MISTING UNITS 

 

Cool down on hot days with portable misters.   

Fans blow a gentle breeze of mist. 

Tents with misting system to soak you in a cool mist.   

4 hours of service -  $350 - $550 

BIG SPLASH FUN 

 

Great way to cool down and have a good time.  Get drenched with this fun bucket spill!  

A great alternative to a dunk tank. 

4 hours of service -  $450 

RAIN ARCH 

 

Cool down on hot days with colorful rain arch providing the gentle breeze of mist. 

L:3’ x W:30’ x H:17’ 

4 hours of service -  $450 

 Bucket Mist Machine 

 30” Mist Fan w/ Stand 

 Rain Room Misting Tent 



SPORTS INTERACTIVES 

DOUBLE TRAMPOLINE THING 
 

2 participants at a time, see who can get the most air out of their jump!   

24 FEET IN THE AIR!  Great for all ages, safe and fun entertainment.  

(200lb. Weight limit) 

4 hours of service -  $1995 

EXTREME AIR BUNGEE JUMPER 
 

With 4 participants at a time, see who can get the most air out of their jump!  

4 hours of service -  $1995 - $2000 

ROCK CLIMBING WALLS 
 

Portable Rock Climbing Walls command attention at any event.   

L: 25' x W: 25' x H:32'   

4 hours of service -  $1075 - $1800 

26’ ROCK WALL WITH JUMPERS 
 

26’ Portable Rock Climbing Wall with 2 Jumpers.   

4 climbers and 2 jumpers at one time. 

4 hours of service -  $2600 - $3100 

PREMIUM CLIMBING WALLS 
 

Not your average climbing walls.  Fun for adult and kids.   
(Must be paired with another item from vendor to meet $2500 minimum) 

4 hours of service -  $1400 - $1650 

 Coconut Tree Climb 

 Klime Wallz 

ROCK SLIDE 
 

Work your way up the slope and ring the bell, beating your competitor to the finish. 

L: 22’ x W: 22’ x H: 18’ 

4 hours of service -  $775 



SPORTS INTERACTIVES 

BUNGEE 2 LANE RUNS 
 

Competitors try to beat each other to the end of the unit with speed as they are being 

pulled back by a bungee harness 

L: 22’ x W: 22’ x H: 18’ 

4 hours of service -  $650 - $755 

FIRST-N-GOAL BUNGEE RUN 
 

Participants are harnessed to a set of bungee cords in this football style tug-of-war 

game.  Each player attempts to score first, but must compete while trying not to be 

pulled back by their opponent 

L: 31' x W: 13' x H:8'   

4 hours of service -  $755 

BUNGEE BASKETBALL RUN 
 

Competitors try to beat each other to the end of the unit with speed and sink their 

basketball in the hoops as they are being pulled back by the bungee harness 

L: 40' x W: 14' x H:10'   

4 hours of service -  $755 

BUNGEE RUN JOUST COMBO 
 

A combo unit that can be used either as a bungee run where participants race 

against their competitor or as a gladiator style competition where participants stand 

on pedestals and battle it out with their competitor. 

L: 22’ x W: 22’ x H: 18’ 

4 hours of service -  $755 

RAPID FIRE BUNGEE RUN 
 

Two teams of two, for a total of 4 competitors at once.  Each player must 

pass their balls through the holes in the center netting to their opponent.  

The team with the least amount of balls in their section wins. 

4 hours of service -  $755 

WIPED OUT 
 

See if you can jump from ball to ball and get to the other side before Wiping 

Out.  Kids and Adults alike will love competing on this inflatable similar to the 

game show Wipe Out. 

4 hours of service -  $1000 



SPORTS INTERACTIVES 

WRECKING BALL 
 

Participants stand on their inflatable pads and try not to knocked off by 

whomever is swinging the inflated Wrecking Ball. 

L: 29’ x W: 29’ x H: 17’ 

4 hours of service -  $695 

HUMAN FOOSBALL 
 

Great team building activity—players hook up to our foosball system  

and put into action the classic game. 

L: 25' x W: 25' x H:9'   

4 hours of service -  $600 

DERBY RACING 
 

Derby Racing—3 lanes comes with inflatable horses sized small to large.   

Place you bets and race to the finish! 

L:30’ x W:18’ x H:10’ 

4 hours of service -  $725 

DEMOLITION BALL 
 

4 Players swing the Inflatable Demolition Ball at each other.  

Last one standing wins. 

L: 27’ x W: 15’ x H: 27’ 

4 hours of service -  $755 

ADULT TRIKES WITH TRACK 
 

Great for teens to adults. A fun racing experience  

full of laughs! 

L:60’ x W:40’ x H:8 

4 hours of service -  $755 - $950 

LADDER CLIMB 
 

Easy does it!  Try to climb your way to the top of the ladder without falling 

L:15’ x W:8’ x H:8 

4 hours of service -  $500 



SPORTS INTERACTIVES 

FULL COURT PRESS BASKETBALL 
 

Competitors score all of their baskets before their opponent.  Whoever gets rid of 

all their balls first wins. 

L: 17’ x W: 16’ x H: 19’ 

4 hours of service -  $550 - $595 

QB BLITZ  
 

Competitors score before their opponent.  Whoever gets rid of all their balls first wins. 

L: 17’ x W: 16’ x H: 19’ 

4 hours of service -  $595 

T-BALL CHALLENGE 
 

Hovering T-Ball challenge from the youngest to the oldest of baseball fans 

L:10’ x W:9’ x H:8’ 

4 hours of service -  $475 

INFLATABLE KICK SPORTS 
 

Collect as many points as possible with these inflatable 

sports games. 

4 hours of service -  $595 

WORLD SPORTS GAMES 
 

This is the perfect all-in-one sports station.  Includes Baseball, Soccer,  

Football, Tennis, and Frisbee/Darts.  5 different sports being played by 5 different 

people at the same time. 

L:33’ x W:28’ x H:22’ 

4 hours of service -  $750 

 Soccer Darts 

 Soccer Fever 

 Field Goal Kick 

RADAR GOLF DRIVING CAGE 
 

Inflatable Gold Cage is fully enclosed for safety.  Radar will let golfer  

know how far ball would have traveled in the air. 

L:20’ x W:15’ x H:15’ 

4 hours of service -  $755 



SPORTS INTERACTIVES 

INTERACTIVE LIGHT UP CHALLENGE 
 

Great for 2-4 players.  See who can hit the most lights as they flash around 

the game area.  Scoreboard keeps spectators up to date on which side is 

winning. 

4 hours of service -  $950 

LASER TAG 
 

Blast your opponent in one of these action packed laser tag units. 
(Must be paired with another item from vendor to meet $2500 minimum) 
4 hours of service -  $900 - $3000 

9 HOLE MINI GOLF 
 

A 9 hole mini golf course with traditional obstacles. 

Comes complete with clubs and balls. 
(requires a minimum 60’x60’ area) 

4 hours of service -  $950 

ELECTRONIC GAMES 
 

Classic throwback on some good ol ’fashion arcade fun! 

4 hours of service -  $350 

GAME TABLES 
 

Add a game table to your event.  Everyone loves a quick game of ping pong or foosball while 

socializing 

4 hours of service -  $150 - $175 

 Alien Laser Tag Unit 

 Laser Runner Battle Cruiser 

 The Heist Laser Escape Maze 

 Electronic Basketball 

 Electronic Football 



mechanicals 

MECHANICAL SURF BOARD WITH WAVE 
 

A different take on the mechanical bull—a surf board that rocks participants to 

challenge them to stay on! 

Ages 3 - Adult 

L:17’ x W:17’ x H:19’ 

4 hours of service -  $850 

MECHANICAL SKATE BOARD 
 

Skate on half-pipe and be prepared to pitch, roll and yaw giving the rider a very 

challenging ride they will love. 

Ages 3 - Adult 

L:17’ x W:17’ x H:19’ 

4 hours of service -  $850 - $1500 

MECHANICAL SURF BOARD HALF-PIPE 
 

Surf our half-pipe and allow viewers to take pictures and videos from every angle. 

Ages 3 - Adult 

L:17’ x W:17’ x H:19’ 

4 hours of service -  $850 - $1500 

MECHANICAL BULLS 
 

This classic unit is always popular for all the events. 
Ages 3 - Adult 

L:18’ x W:18’ x H:8’ 
4 hours of service -  $850 - $1500 

MECHANICAL LOG JAMMER 
 

This unit will be the most challenging yet for your guests.  Will definitely be the 

crowd drawer at your next event. 

L:19’ x W:19’ x H:10’ 

4 hours of service -  $1295 

 Stars-n-Stripes 

 Wild West 

DIZZY X 
 

Four players get a designated color and they take their place on 

the Dizzy Disc, a multi colored carousel. The participants are 

spun around until they are dizzy, then the race starts and the 

first person to find their way to the end of their colored section 

wins! 

Ages 5 - Adult 

L:40’ x W:40’ x H:10’ 

4 hours of service -  $1500 



mechanicals 

MICRO REALITY STOCK CAR RACING 
 

Race your favorite stock cars at scale speeds over 200 mph!  

Includes 4 cars for your guests to race each other. 

Ages 3 - Adult 

L:17’ x W:17’ x H:19’ 

4 hours of service -  $1950 

MECHANICAL GYRO 
 

Your chance to ride in a gyroscope.  Strap in and twist, flip, and turn all around. 

4 hours of service -  $900 

MECHANICAL ARM CHAIR SPORTS 
 

Choose the themed backdrop .  Strap yourself into a large armchair and  

hang-on as the chair rocks, twists, and turns, all while you are trying  

to score points. 

L:15 x W:10’ x H:11’ 
4 hours of service -  $850 - $1400 

 Football  

 Basketball 

 Baseball 

INTERMEDIATE MINDWINDER 
 

Up to 12 kids at a time can twist and turn on the Mind winder at variable 

spends. 

4 hours of service -  $1250 

TURBO TUBS 
 

Similar to the classic “tea cup” ride.  This unit has spectacular visual appeal 

and can operate with up to approximately 24 children  

or 12 adults each session 

Ages: 4 - adult  

L: 30' x W: 30' x H: 8' 

4 hours of service -  $1600 - $1900 



mechanicals 

MINI MECHANICAL PLANE RIDE 
 

Great for the toddler age group.  The ride holds up to 8 children  

weighing 50lbs or less. 

Ages: 3 - 8  

L: 30' x W: 30' x H: 12'  

4 hours of service -  $750 

TRACKLESS TRAIN 
 

Take a ride on our trackless train.  Perfect for shuttle 

service from parking area or a spin around the field or 

parking lot. 

4 hours of service -  $900 - $1700 

HI-STIKER 
 

Test your strength on this fun game.  A carnival favorite for many years!  

People line up to give it a try. 

4 hours of service -  $550 

MINI KIDDIE FERRIS WHEEL 
 

Great for the younger children at the event.  Unit has 5 cars and  

can hold up to 10 children. 

(requires a minimum 10’x20’ area) 

4 hours of service -  $750 - $1500 

MINI KIDDIE CAROUSEL 
 

Great for the younger children at the event.  Unit can hold up  

to 6 children at one time.  

Ages 2 –6 

L:10’ x W:20’ x H:12’ 

4 hours of service -  $750 - $1200 



Fun items & more 

MOVIE NIGHT 
 

Add your very own private giant movie theater.   

Can be used for movie of for a super sized video game night. 

You provide the movie (non-blu ray).   

Projection and sound system included.  

Must allow for additional space for projection and seating. 

(Movie time must start after dusk, for best viewing.) 
 

Large: L: 25’ x W: 8’ x H: 20’ 

4 hours of service -  $995 
 

Medium: L: 14’ x W: 8’ x H: 8’ 

4 hours of service -  $825 

OTHER ELECTRONICS 
 

iPod Docking Speaker w/ microphone 

Service for your entire event -  $150 

Flat Screen TV’s (Don’t forget to stream the big game during your event) 

Service for your entire event / game time -  $250 - $600 

30’ SKY TUBES 

The sky tubes will call attention to any location.  Perfect for entrance to picnic location 

4 hours of service -  2 each - $295 

4 hours of service -  4 each - $395 

 

10’ DANCING FLOWERS 

Great for brightening up the event area. 

4 hours of service -  3 each - $295 

 

LARGE INFLATABLE RED CHAIR 

Who doesn’t love to have their picture taken in an oversized chair?!?! 

4 hours of service -  $300 

 

LARGE WESTERN HAT 

Fun 10’ western hat inflated for the perfect photo back drop 

4 hours of service -  $250 

 

PAIR THE CHAIR AND DANCING FLOWERS TOGETHER  
FOR A FANTASTIC BACKDROP FOR PHOTO OPS 

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=Flat+screen+tv&FORM=HDRSC2

